it's compact...rugged...maintenance-free
and look at the low cost!

New for 1963
the thrifty $17.95

TROJAN
Balls WASHER

Out-cleans other models...Out-lasts 'em
...out-features them. Yet it's priced at
a budget-pleasing $17.95.*

It's amazing that somebody didn't come up
with this jewel years ago. Simple, compact,
maintenance-free, rugged...AND we believe
it OUTCLEANS 'EM ALL.

This washer really scrubs! While ball
rotates, 80% of surface is constantly in
touch with six super-stiff brushes.

Case is heavy extruded aluminum with
rich blue hammerloid finish. Plunger moves
smoothly - can't bind, can't stick, can't pull
out. And if brushes ever need replacing,
it's quick, easy, inexpensive.

STANDARD
Manufacturing Co.
Cedar Falls, Iowa